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SUMMARY

Inspection on July 21-24, 1981

Areas Inspected

This routine, unannounced inspection involved 29 inspector-hours onsite in the
area of fire protection / prevention.

Results

Of the areas inspected, one violation was found (Inadequate preventative
maintenance on stored fire pump diesel engines paragraph 6.e.(2). No
de. tions were found.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

j Licensee Employees

I *R. T. Hathcote, Project Manager
i *R. E. Young, Assistant Construction Engineer
i H. S. Sheppard, QC Supervisor
! *R. E. McClure, QC Mechan cal Superviscr

*R. Walrond, QC Material Services
! *0 Wilkinson, QC Material Services Supervisor
'

*J. D. Thornton, Supervisor Mechanical Engineer /B0P
*R. D. Britton, Mechanical Engineer / BOP .

*D. J. Cower, Supervisor Mana;er Services
i *P. Jackson, QC Material Services - Mair.tenance

D. Murphy Project Electrical Engineer / STRIDE '

| *J. McGeehee, Administrative Assistant
i

Other Organizations

*P. E. Goad, Captain Public Safety Service
: *R. D. Walker, Lieutenant, Public Safety Service - Fire Protection

*J. Homa, Public Safety Service - Fire Protection
*P. E. Ortstadt, QA Construction
*W. K. Anders, QA - OEDC

,
' *H. Crisler, EN DES - Fire Protection

R. Wimbrow EN DES - Fire Protection

|
*R. E. Thompson, Nuclear Power - Fire Protection Supervisor

.
* Attended exit interview

l-
2. Exit Interview

,

i The inspection scope and findings were summarized on July 24, 1981 with
: those persons indicated in paragraph I above.
i

3. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings
|

I a. (Closed) Ur; resolved Item (518/79-18-01, 519/79-18-01, 520/79-18-01 and
521/79-18-01) - Inadecuate Fire Protection / Prevention Procedures:
Procedures have been issued to cover the construction site fire.

i protection program'. Refer to Paragraph 5 for details. This item is
! closed.

b. (Closed) Inspector Followup Item - (518/79-18-02, 519/79-18-02 and
520/79-18-02) - Substandard Fire Protection System for QA Records
Storage Vaults: A reserve halon cylinder has been provided for the two
halon systems. The doors into the record storage rooms have been

i
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provided with door closers. This item is closed. However, during this
inspection the inspector found the halon system to the Building 2 Vault
out of service due to t e cylinder being disconnected from the fire%

detection system. This cyliner was apparently disconnected during the
routine monthly system inspection and tests which were conducted on
July 15, 1981. The licensee will require that a representative from
the Public S:fety Service verify that the halon systems are operational
following future maintenance and test operations. Presently, the
routine inspection of the halon cylinders is limited to verifying that
the pressure gages are indicating the correct pressure but the
cylinders are not weignt checked. The licensee is to review the
maintenance requirements for the system to determine if additional
maintenance is required. This will be reviewed during a subsequent NRC
inspection.

c. (0 pen) Unresolved Item (518/79-18-03, 519/79-18-03, 520/79-18-03 and
521/79-18-03) - Inadequate QA Program Procedures for Permanent Fire
Protection System Installations: The licensee is in the process of
developing procedures to implement the construction fire protection QA
program. These procedures are to be issued by August 21, 1981.
Therefore, this item remains open.

4. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required to
determine w' nether they are acceptabla a may involve violations or devia-
tions. New unresolved items identified during this inspection are discussed
in paragraph 7.

5. Construction Fire Protection / Prevention Program

a. Procedures

The licensee has issued procedures for the fire protection program at
the plant. 'hese procedures are part of the site security plan and
entitled "Jr int Public Safety Service and Division of Construction Fire
Plan for P;rtsville Nuclear Plant During Cor:struction Phase." The
procedures cover the follawing:

(1) Available type, use and maintenance of fire protection equipment.

(2) Control of fire hazards, including the storage and use of
flammable and combustible materials, welding, cutting and other
open flame ignition sources.

(3) Fire Protection Training

These procedures are adequate for the current construction phase.
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b. Plant Tour

The inspector conducted a tour cf the plant to verify that the fire
protection equipment was in service and that the fire
protection / prevention procedures were being followed by the
construction forces. A total of ten fire hose stations within the
power plant were inspected and found in service. However, it was noted
that the fire hose system was supplied from the construction raw water
system. This arrangement is somewhat unreliable due to the
uncontrolled usage by the construction operations. The licensee is
currently designing a dedicated fire protection fire hose system for
the power plant complex. The design and installation of this temporary
system will meet the essential provisions of NFPA-14, Standpipe and
Hose Systems. The licensee stated that this system will be installed
prior to January 1, 1982. This item 1s id:ntified as Inspector
Followup Item (518/81-13-01 and 520/81-13-01), Fire protection
standpipe system installation for power plant complex to be completed
by January 1, 1982, and will be reviewed during a subsequent NRC
inspection.

The fire fighting equipment stored at the site security administration
building which included a standard fire department pumper, two
mini pumpers, fire fighting protective clothing (10 complete outfits),
fire hose and miscellaneous equipment was inspected by the inspector.
This equipment appeared well maintained and in operable condition.

The storage of compressed gas cylinders and flammable and combustible
materials and the control of open flame ignition sources throughout the
power plant complex were observed by the inspector as being controlled
in accordance with the fire prevention procedures.

c. Records
,

The records on the following fire protection items were reviewed by the
inspector to verify that these systems were being inspected and tasted
at the indicated frequency:

(1) Fire Apparatus - weekly
(2) Fire hose yearly
(3) Fire extinguishers - monthly
(4) Fire hydrant flushing quarterly

The fire fighting training records for 1980 and 81 were reviewed and it
was noted that practically all of the fire brigade members attend the
regular monthly training sessions.

Within the areas examined no violations or deviations were identified.-

- . .
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6. Fire Loop Installation

a. Review of Procedures

The inspector res f ewed the design and construction documents and
verified that adquate procedures had been established to assure the

,

technical adequacy for the installation of the fire pumps, piping and '

hydrant for the fire protection water distribution system. .The receipt
inspection and storage procedures contained in the licensee's manual
entitled " Receipt, Storage and Preventative Maintenance Instruction"
(RSPMI) were reviewed and appeared adequate to ae.are that the fire
protection components will be properly receipt inspected and stored,

b. Observation of Work Activities ;

(1) Installation L

An insufficient amount of installation work had t,een accomplished,
'therefore the inspector could not make an evaluation. The pump

units had been only partly installed and only the installation of
the piping system beneath the 161 kv switchgear yara had been
completed. This installation will be reviewed during subsequent:
NRC inspections.'

!
'

(2) Storage<

The inspector reviewed the storage arrangements for the fire pump
drivers and controllers and fire hydrants. The fire hydrants were,

! properly stored in Class O storage (outside). The diesel engines
| and the controllers for the fire pumps were properly stored in a

Class B (weather tight and heated) warehouse. The electric motorsi

j were stored in a Class C (weather tight but unheated) warehouse
] but were provided with internal electric heaters to prevent damage

from moisture or condensation. This storage appeared to meet the'

manufacturers requirements.but did not meet the requirements of
;. procedure RSPMI. For additional information refer to Paragraph 7.

c. Review of Records ,
,

s

; (1) Receiving Inspection Records
|
i The receipt inspection records for the following items were

reviewed by the inspector:

COMPONENT SPECIFICATION NO. PROCEDURE NO
!

| Fire Pump and Drivers 821689 M-160

| Fire Hydrants 823082 M-450
,

|

,
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The -eceipt inspection records for the fire pump electric motors4

" sel engines indicated that these items were to be placed in*

.s C warehouse whereas the procedure requires a Class B,
'

e facility. The diesel engines are actually stored in a
'

L 7 warehouse but the electric motors are in a Class C ware-
j ht This discrepancy was identified to the licensee. Since '

; the existing storage is apparently in conformance with the manu-
facturer's recommendations the licensee was advised to revise !,

'

the current procedure or provide documentation for justification
of this nonconformance. This item will be reviewed during a
subsequent NRC inspection.;

I (2) Preventative Maintenance of Storage Items

! The inspector reviewed the maintenance records for the storage
! fire pumps components and found these to be satisfactory except

for the diesel engines. These engines were recevied at the site
j on March 9, 1979 and no records are available to indicate if any
i preventative maintenance had been performed on these engines. The

licensee's RSPMI procedure requires the vendor to provide the!

required maintenance every 180 days but a contract or maintenance
procedure had not been issued. The failure to provide the

; preventative maintenance on these engines is identified as
Violation Item (518/81-13-02, 519/81-13-02, 520/81-13-02 and

,

521/81-13-02) Inadequate Preventative Maintenance on the Fire Pump
Diesel Engines.

1

; (3) Installation Records
P

i The inspector reviewed the installation records available on the
! installed fire protection water system piping installed in the 161

kv switchgear yard by work procedure NM95-M3. The only records
available were the hydrostatic tests. The . hydrostatic test-

i records were satisfactory except the length of the test (2 hours)
! was not indicated on all of the test data sheets. The inspector ,

advised the licensee that future test documents for hydrostatic
pressure tests of fire protection systems should list both the ;

' pressure and duration of the test. As noted in paragraph 3.c the
; 1Icensee is developing procedures to implement the fire protection
j QA/QC inspection program. This item will be reviewed during

subsequent NRC inspections.

Except as noted above, no other violations or deviations were detected in
the areas inspected.

| 7. Storage of Safety klated Motors
i

| The receipt inspection and storage of the following electric motors were
I reviewed by the inspector. The designated and actual level of storage for

these motors are also indicated.'

.
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DESIGNATED ACTUAL
COMPONENT SIZE SERIAL NO. STORAGE STORAGE

RHR Pump Motor 900 HP ENJ 525002 B C

LMJ 1103028 B C

JMJ 908021 B C

LMJ 1103027 B C

ENJ 525003 B C

HPCS Pump Motor 3000 HP ENJ 504005 B C

ONJ 406004 8 C

SLCP Pump Motor 40HP HPJ 802213 8 B

HPJ 8022/4 B B

The storage of the electric motors in a Class C warehouse with each motor
provided with an internal electric heater to prevent condensation appears to
meet the manufacturer's recommendations. However, the licensee's RSPMI
procedure require these electric motors to be stored within a Class B
warehouse. The current revision of the RSPMI states that motors provided
with electric heaters may be stored in Class C warehouses but for a period
of time which "should" not exceed one year. The above pumps have been on
storage at the site since 1978. The licensee was advised that either the
storage of pumps should adhere to the procedures or documentation should be
generated to justify this nonconformance. This item is identified as
Unresolved Item (518/81-13-03 and 520/81-13-03) storage of electric motors
does not conform to the licensee's procedure; and will be reviewed during a
subsequent NRC inspection.

.


